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Summertime and the living is
easy: Our Memorial weekend
was a perfect start to our
summer season. It started
with the club choosing Walter
Siewny as our Memorial honoree. After a ceremony that
included his family, the driving range and the road to the
range were named for him.
Thanks to Ron Williams for
making the signs. 104 members participated in our twoday tournament. The winner
of the men’s side was decided by a playoff. The ladies
played competitive golf to the
end. Our pool, after a great
effort from our members that

worked on cleaning, painting,
planting and more, opened
with a day of swimming, along
with a night of music and
good food. I think this will be
a summer to remember.
Butts: I know the ladies take
better care of theirs than the
men. You know I'm talking
about cigarettes, right? If you
use a cart, there are ashtrays
at the pro shop. If you walk,
make sure they are completely out and toss them into a
trash can. It is very simple.
This is your golf course. Butts
are trashy. We don't want
trash on our yard.
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********************
The pool season is officially off to a great
start! Thank you so much to everyone that
volunteered time on our clean-up day. We
made so much progress and truly appreciate
your commitment and dedication to the pool.
The pool looks fantastic! Also, thank you to
those of you that came out to support our
pool fundraiser concert! The 5th Crow band
was great, the BBQ Bus was delicious, and
the crowd helped to raise several hundred
dollars for pool improvements. We have
already purchased more lounge chairs and
plan to purchase umbrellas in the near future. We hope your time at the pool has
been enjoyable so far this summer. Any
questions, please direct to Nick and Jessica
Callsen or Kyle and Ali Wolf.

I think you know that we
have a liquor license that
states that all alcohol consumed on the property has
to be purchased at the club.
It doesn't seem to be a big
deal to sneak a few beers to
your cart or at the pool and
save a couple of bucks, but it
could cost us our license. It
doesn't make sense to me to
cheat your own club and your
friends.
Last month, I had some rules
for good players whose
scores would be better if only
they got an even break.: # 3
If a putt passes over the hole
without dropping, it is
deemed to have dropped.
The law of gravity holds that
any object attempting to
maintain a position in the
atmosphere without some-
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Well it looks like the cold is finally going to
stay away and we have had some beautiful
days. Doug and his staff are working hard to
keep the course looking good, however as
members we are not doing our part to help
them out. Again I'm seeing way to many divots
not being replaced, way to many ball marks
not being fixed, way to many traps not being
raked, and way to many cigarette butts on the
course. Come on people let's all help out and
keep our course looking good. Also there are
rules on the course when it comes to the
carts; please don't park in the fairways, be
sure to cross at a 90 degree angle, and stay
outside blue lines.
I would like to give a special shout out to all of
the volunteers that help out at the club. Special shout out to David Brown, George Fraley,
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thing to support it must
drop. The law of gravity
supersedes the law of golf.
Same thing goes for a ball
that stops at the brink of
the hole and hangs there,
defying gravity. You cannot
defy the law. In 1984
there was a committee
formed to discuss the
practice of men removing
there shirts after teeing off
on 1 and 10.I'm glad they
decided to end the practice especially now that I'm
past the shirt off age. See
you at the club.
Ellen Nelson, Tom Sauers,
Jim Albrecht, Dave Uhl,
and Pat Davenport. If I
forgot anyone I apologize,
but thank you all for doing
such a wonderful job and
helping out!
UPCOMING EVENTS
June 17th
Father’s Day Shootout
June 18th—26th
Men’s C.R. Hook
July 2-3
July 4th Tournament
Jul 9-10
Ladies’ Sebald Championship
July 23-24
Ladies’ Calcutta
July 30-31
Ladies’ Sr. Club Championship

